
Terms & Agreements of the campaign “Help your favourite business accept card payments”

Participate in our campaign and help a business start accepting card payments. Everyone who registers an existing business
gets the chance to win a GiftCard of 20 EUR (twenty euros).

By participating in the campaign, you agree to the following terms and conditions:

Objective:

1. The campaign aims to attract new customers for myPOS Service and invites people to suggest their friends’ or partners’
businesses who still do not accept card payments but would be interested in an innovative payment solution for card
acceptance such as myPOS. Participants:

2. The campaign is open for everyone willing to participate at a minimum age of 18 years old.

3. The participants declares that they are familiar with the terms and they are voluntarily providing all requested personal or
public data to the organizer. The data will be processed and kept only for the aims of the campaign and the price giveaway.
Their personal data will not be used or shared with third parties for other marketing purposes, different than the ones related
to the campaign, unless explicit consent by the participant. The processing of the personal date of the participants is described
in detail in the Privacy policy for the campaign on the following link.

Duration:

4. The campaign will begin on 01.11.2018 and will continue until 31.12.2018

Mechanism for game participation:

5. To participate in the campaign and get a chance to win a Giftcard the participants must submit the following:

a. Mandatory - Submit the name and address of the business that currently does not accept card payments together but
would like to start accepting card payments.
b. Optional - the participant can submit a photo of the location of the business that is elected by the participant;
c. Mandatory - The participant must also submit their email and/or phone number details which will only be used to
contact the person who wins a prize.

6. In order for the participation to be valid and the participant to be elected for prize, the submitted business must be
discoverable and the business details must be matched easily online (e.g. in Google Maps). If the business referred by the
participants is unable to be found online the participant will be asked to provide proof of existence of the business – picture
and/or public trade registry excerpt of the business.

7. The campaign is free of charge and the participation is not subject to purchase of myPOS Terminal.

Campaign’s organizer:

8. myPOS Services OOD, Bulgaria, company number 204713889, address: Bulgaria, Varna 9023, Business Park Varna B1.

Prize. Winners announcement. Prize receiving.

9. The organizer will select as a winner every 10th participant who has submitted details of discoverable business (as described
in p. 6) that does not accept card payments.

10. For each month there will be only five winners elected. For the whole campaign there will be 10 GiftCards given as prizes.
Winners will be contacted by email or phone. Prizes will be sent via courier to given by the winners addresses.

11. At the end of the campaign, one of the businesses referred by the participants will get a free myPOS terminal. The draw will
be executed by uploading all the business names and picking a random winner through a random name picker -
https://www.miniwebtool.com/random-name-picker/. The winner will be contacted over the phone (if available) or directly at
the physical location by a myPOS representative. A second draw will be executed as well in order to have a backup if the 1st
winner do not wish to accept the prize.

https://www.mypos.com/pl-pl/terms-conditions/dc:PP_LT


12. Five winners will be announced on every 10th day of during the validity of campaign. Every 10th participants in the
campaign with a valid entry will win a 20 EUR GiftCard.

General Terms

13. The person selected as a winner is obliged to cooperate to the organizer and provide any requested details for shipment. In
case that person fails to perform its obligations within the term form which it is invited by the organizer that person shall lose
its right to receive the prize. In such case the organizer reserves its right to provide the prize to the next participant in the row.

14. The organized may change unilaterally change the terms and conditions. Any change shall have immediate effect after it is
published.

15. The present campaign shall be governed in accordance with the applicable Bulgarian legislation. Any disputes if not solved
by the parties shall be settled by the competent courts in Sofia, Bulgaria.


